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TRANSITIVE ISOMETRY GROUPS
WITH NON-COMPACT ISOTROPY

I. DOTTI MlATELLO AND R. J. MlATELLO

Let G be a connected Lie group acting effectively and transitively
by isometries on a riemannian manifold M. Then G is a Lie subgroup of
the full isometry group, which is not necessarily closed. In this paper we
study the structure of the closure of G in I(M) and illustrate the results
with examples, with non-compact isotropy, where the closure is described
explicitly.

Introduction. If M is a riemannian manifold the isotropy group in
I(M) is compact; hence a homogeneous riemannian M can always be
represented as a quotient G'/H' with H' compact.

Assume now that G is a connected Lie group acting effectively and
transitively by isometries on M. Then G is a Lie subgroup of I(M) which
will be closed in I(M) if and only if the isotropy subgroup H is compact.

In this paper we study in detail the closure of G in I(M). Also if G is
any connected Lie group and H a closed subgroup we compare three
standard conditions on H which ensure that G/H admits a riemannian
invariant structure. The rest of the paper is devoted to illustrate the fact
that it is rather common to have transitive, effective, non-closed Lie
subgroups of /(M), hence the isotropy subgroup is non-compact. This
situation arises quite frequently, even when M is compact (Lemma 1.4).
Also, any connected semisimple Lie group with infinite center admits a
closed non-compact subgroup H such that G acts effectively on G/H and
G/H carries a G-invariant riemannian structure. In this case, that is, when
G is semisimple, we give an upper bound for the dimension of GL and
provide examples showing that these bounds are sharp (see (2.4), Proposi-
tion 2.3 and Remark 2.4).

In [DMW] the use of GL proved to be convenient in the study of
bounded isometries on a riemannian manifold acted on transitively and
effectively by a semisimple Lie group without local compact factors. Also,
some examples where GL is not closed in I(M) (G semisimple) are given
in [DMW] Example (3.10). The authors would like to thank J. A. Wolf for
very useful comments on a first version of this paper and, in particular,
for suggesting a simpler proof of Proposition 2.2.
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1. Closure of G. Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g
and let H be a closed subgroup of G with Lie algebra ΐ). We will say that
H satisfies condition (1) (respectively (2), (3)) if

(1) AdG(H) is compact in GL(g), the closure with respect to the
GL(g) topology;

(2) cl(AdG(H)) is compact in Ad(G), where cl denotes closure with
respect to the Ad(G) topology;

(3) ί) is a compactly embedded subalgebra of g (or equivalently see
[H, p. 130]) AdG(H0) is compact in Ad(G)), where Ho denotes the
identity component of H.

Along this section we will analyze the relationship among the differ-
ent conditions (1), (2), (3).

Condition (1). It is well known (cf. [Ch E]. Ch. Ill) that if G acts
effectively on G/H then H satisfies (1) if and only if G/H admits a
G-invariant riemannian structure. Furthermore for each such structure, G
is a Lie subgroup of the full isometry group I(M), M= G/H, via
x -> Lx, Lx the left translation on M = G/H. If S is a Lie subgroup of
G, denote SL = {Lx\x G S}. The next theorem describes the closure of
GL in

1.1. THEOREM. Let G be a connected Lie group acting effectively on
M = G/H, H a subgroup of G satisfying (1). Then

GL= {Lχoφ:χ(EG,φζΞHL}.

In particular, GL is closed if and only if H is compact. Moreover
(i) HL is isomorphic to Ad(iί) (as Lie groups).

(ii) There is an exact sequence

{1} ^ {(x,Ad(χ-1)): XGH) -> GxAd(H)-* GL^ {1}

where XI denotes semidirect product.

Proof. If Lx converges in I(M) then xnH -> x*H in G/H, for some
x* in G. Hence there is a sequence hn in H such that xnhn -> JC* in G.
Now Lh~\ G HL and since HL is contained in the isotropy subgroup in
I{M), Lh-\ -> φ, φ G ifL. As a consequence L = LXn hn ° Lh-ι con-
verges to Lχtf° φ and the first assertion follows.

Clearly, if H is compact, HL = HL c GL. Conversely if GL is closed
in I(M) then //L is compact in GL since i/L is the intersection of GL with
the isotropy subgroup in I(M).
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Next we prove (i). Let m be an Ad(H) invariant complement of ί) in
g where ί) denotes the Lie algebra of H. It is not hard to show that the
canonical map HL -> Ad(H) | m sending φ -> (dφ) e H is an isomorphism
of Lie groups. Hence (i) will follow once we prove that Ad(H) and
Ad(H) I m are isomorphic.

Let π: Ad(H) -> Ad(H) |m denote the restriction homomorphism.
By compactness of Ad(H) it follows that π is onto. If T is in Ad(H) and
Γ |m is the identity, then Γlπ^ is the identity for any m1? an Ad(H)
invariant complement of ί). Hence we may take m1 to be the orthogonal
complement of ί) with respect to an Ad(H) invariant inner product and
consequently xnι will satisfy [ί), m j c rnv If X e ί), 7 G n^

] - [ * , F ] = 0 .

Hence Ad(exp(7T — X)) is the identity in mι or equivalently
(dLexp{TX_X))eH is the identity in G/H. Since we are assuming that the
action of G on G/H is effective it follows that exp(7X — X) = e for all
X in ί), hence Γ is the identity on g.

Now (ii) follows immediately from the description of GL, after
observing that the kernel of the Lie group homomorphism G X HL -> GL,
(x, φ) -» Lχo φ consists of pairs (x, L -̂i) where x is in 1/. D

Let G be a connected Lie group and H a subgroup of G satisfying
(1). Set

Aut(G, H) = {φ e Aut(G): <p(#) = i/, (dφ)e G Ad(i/)}.

If φ G Aut(G, ^ ) , φ: G/i/ -> G//f will denote the induced diffeomor-
phism, φ(xH) = φ(x)H. If G acts effectively on M = G/if then, for any
G-invariant riemannian structure on M, φ is an isometry of M. Further-
more, if (dφ) e = lim Ad(hn), the sequence Lh -> ψ, ψ in HL (by taking a
subsequence if necessary), hence {dLhn)eH -> (dψ)eH, that is, φ = ψ since
they both fix eH.

1.2. PROPOSITION. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then

the correspondence φ -> φ, Aut(G, 77) -> //L w α group isomorphism.

Proof. It is clearly a homomorphism. To check it is surjective assume
ψ = lim LΛ , Λrt G H. By taking a subsequence, if necessary, we have that
Ad(hn) -> Γ, Γ an automorphism of g. If φ denotes the lifting of Γ to G,
G the simply connected covering group of G, then φ is the identity
restricted to the center of G. In fact, let hn in G be such that d(I~h)e =
Ad(hn). Then /̂  (expX) = exp Ad(/zJX -> expΓX = φ(expX) and^since
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G is connected I~hn converges pointwise to φ; the assertion follows. As a
consequence φ induces an automorphism φ: G -> G lifting T and since
Ih converges pointwise to φ then φ(H) c H. By repeating the above
argument with T~ι we conclude that φ G Aut(G, H). Also from Ih (x)
-» φ(x), x in G, it follows that Lh(xH) -> φ(xH) and consequently
φ = ψ.

Assume φ is the identity on G/fiΓ. Then y~ιφ(y) G i/, for all j in G.
Hence

dt
exρ(-ry)φ(exρ/y) = -:

=o
for all y in g. AS a consequence (dφ)J m is the identity, m an Ad(H)
invariant complement of ί). Hence (dφ)e is the identity on g (see the
proof of (i), Theorem 1.1) or equivalently, φ = Id. D

Condition (2). Let Ad: G -> Aut(g) be the adjoint representation, Z
the center of G, ad: g -> Der(g) the derivative of Ad. Since Ad(G), the
connected Lie subgroup of Aut(g) with Lie algebra ad(g), is isomorphic
to G/Z, condition (2) is equivalent to

(2') 7r (ZΪΪ) compact in G/Z,

where TΓ: G -> G/Z is the standard projection. Furthermore, since Aut(g)
carries the relative topology of Gl(g), Condition (2) implies Condition (1)
(the converse does not hold in general, see Example 1.4 below). For
subgroups H of G satisfying (2), one can give a simple description of GL,
in terms of G and the closure of ZH in G (see also [DMW], (3.5)).

1.3. PROPOSITION. Let G be a connected Lie group, acting effectively on
M = G/H, H satisfying (2). Then GL = [Lx ° Ry-ύ J C G G , J G ~ZH)
and there is an exact sequence

{1} -> S -» G X Z/f -> GL -> {1}

5 = {(z,zh)\z G Z, /z G/ί}. Furthermore, if H is not compact,
ZH/H is an abelian Lie subgroup of positive dimension ofZ(GL), the center
o/GL.

Proof. We observe first that for any G-invariant structure on M =
G/H, if y G Zif the map i?^ is in the closure of G in /(M), where
Rv(zH) = zyH. In fact, since Z/ί is contained in N(H), the normalizer of
H, Rv is a diffeomorphism. Furthermore the condition j = lim znhn says
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that xyH = lim Lz (xH), hence Ry = lim Lz in 7(M)([H], p. 203, Lemma
2.4). _

The map a: G X ZH -> GL, a(x, y) = Lx<> Ry.λ is a Lie group
homomorphism. To check that a is surjective it is enough (by Theorem
1.1) to consider φ in HL, φ = lim Lh^ Since H satisfies (2'), there exists a
subsequence hn such that π(hn) -> π(w), w e Zi/. Hence zπ /*„ -> u for
some zw in Z and Lh(xH) = h nz nxz~λh~n

ιH -> Lu° Ruι(xH), that is,
φ = α(w, w). Let (x, j>) in kerα. Then z~ιxzy~ι e i/ for all z in G. Since
yx1 ^ H (taking z = e) it follows that Lx ° Rxι e Aut(G, /ί) induces
the identity on G/i/. By Proposition 1.2, Lx © ϋ^-i is the identity on G
and the description of S = kerα follows.

It is not hard to check that ZH/H is an abelian Lie group which is a
Lie subgroup of Z(GL). Assume dim ZH/H = 0. The map

β: ZXH ^ Z # , (z,Λ) ->zΛ

is a one-to-one Lie group homomorphism. By regularity β(Z X H) = ZH
is open in ZH, hence closed. Now if ZH is closed and H satisfies (2') it
follows that H is compact. This completes the proof. D

We will next show that, even the case M compact riemannian, it is
quite common to have a representation with non-compact isotropy sub-
group. This question was posed to us by Cristian Sanchez.

1.4. LEMMA. Let G be a compact, connected semisimple Lie group, H a
closed subgroup of G such that G acts effectively on G/H. Assume that
M = G/H carries a G-invariant riemannian structure such that rank(£/) >
rank(i/) + 2, where U = [x e N(H): Rx is an isometry). Then M can be
represented as a quotient G'/H\ where G' acts effectively by isometries on
G'/Hf and Hf is a closed noncompact subgroup. Furthermore, if φ:
Gf -» I(M) is the inclusion as a Lie subgroup, then φ(G') = GL- SR where
S is a torus in U.

Proof. Let u denote the Lie algebra of U and let T be a torus in U
such that dim(Γ) > 2 and t Π ί) = 0 (here t is the Lie algebra of T). Fix
X e t so that / -> exp(tX) is one-to-one.

Set Gf = G X R; let φ: G' -> I(M) be given by φ(g, t) =
Lg° Rcxp(-ίxy We assert that φ is a monomorphism. Indeed, (g, t) e
ker(φ) if and only if x~ιgx exp(-tX) e H, for any x in G. Thus g =
h exp(tX) G U, for some h in H and Ad(g)(Z) - Z e ί), for any Z e g .
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1.2 one concludes that Ad(g) = Id,
or g E Z(G). On the other hand, the one-parameter group generated by X
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intersects H in the identity element, since T Π H is a finite group. This
easily implies that h = exip(tX) = e, or / = 0. Hence M is isometric to
G'/H' where Hf = {(hexp(tX), t): h e 7/, ί G R}.

Finally, by Proposition 1.3 it is easy to check that if S denotes the
closure of {exp(tX): / G R ) , then

From this it easily follows that φ{G') is as asserted in the lemma.
This completes the proof. D

1.5. REMARK, (i) As a particular case in the lemma we may take
H = {e}. That is, M = G is any compact, semisimple, connected Lie
group endowed with a left invariant metric such that rank(ί7) > 2. For
instance, if rank(G) > 2 and we use a bi-invariant metric, then G is a
riemannian symmetric space admitting a representation G'/H\ with //'
non-compact.

(ii) The proof above only uses that Z(G) is finite and that H is
compact. Hence the lemma remains valid under these assumptions on G
and H, only.

We recall that in a variety of cases Conditions (1) and (2) are
equivalent. For instance when Ad(G) is closed in GL(g) since both
topologies coincide. This happens for G semisimple since any derivation
of g is inner. Also Ad(G) is closed if G is reductive. It may fail to be so
when G is solvable as the next example shows.

1.6. EXAMPLE. We provide here an example of a subgroup if of a
connected Lie group G, satisfying (1) and not satisfying (2). Moreover
since G acts effectively on G/H, we apply Theorem 1.1 to compute the
closure of G in /(M), M = G/H.

If ti <= S\ z, G C for 1 < i < n + 1, denote

ιn+l

1

n(Zι,...,zn+1) =
1 2,
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and set

Gι = NS. Since

then it is clear that Gλ is a closed subgroup of GL(n 4- 2, C) isomorphic
to the semidirect product N y\ S where S acts on TV by

We note that if g = ns, g commutes with N if and only if s
commutes with TV, that is, s = 1. Hence, if G2 is a Lie subgroup with
N c G2 and if, for each j \ there is s(tl9..., tn+ι) in 5 Π G2 with ίy =£ 1,
then Z(G2) = 1.

Now let

Let V be an ^-dimensional subspace of R"+1 and let v e V be such that φ
is injective when restricted to V and Rv 4- Σ " + 1 Z ^ is dense in R"+1,
{el9..., ^w+1} the standard basis of R"+1; (see appendix, Lemma A.4).

Set G = JVφ(V), H = φ(Rϋ). Then G is a normal dense Lie subgroup
of Gλ and /f is dense in S. On the other hand, H is a closed Lie subgroup
of G. Now, by the choice of H, it is not hard to see that Ad(H) = AdG(S)
and this is, in turn, isomorphic to Tn+1. Hence (1) holds. However, given
that Z = {e}, and H is not compact, (2) is not satisfied.

One checks that Ad(H) = {Is: s e S}. From this and the fact that
G acts effectively on G/H, it follows (see 1.1 and 1.2) that

L = {Lx°ϊs x

By a calculation one checks that Z(GL) = {e} in contrast to the case
when (2) is satisfied (see Proposition 1.3).

1.7. REMARK. Clearly a connected subgroup H oϊ G satisfying condi-
tion (3) will satisfy (2) (then (1)). Now if G acts effectively on G/H, the
conditions AάG(H) compact and H compact are equivalent. Hence if H
satisfies (3), GL will be closed in /(M). As 1.4,1.5, and 1.6 show, it is not
true in general that if G/H is riemannian homogeneous then H satisfies
(3). On the other hand, we see later (see Remark 2.3) that if G is any
simply connected semisimple Lie group with infinite center there exists H
a non-compact, Lie subgroup satisfying (2) with G acting effectively on
G/H. Such an H will not satisfy (3).
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As a final observation we describe a way to construct new examples
of pairs (G, H), H satisfying (1), H non-compact.

1.8. LEMMA. Let (G, H) be a pair of a connected Lie group G and a
closed subgroup H so that (1) holds. Let (σ,V) be a finite dimensional
representation of G such that H acts unitarily. Set Gσ = V X σ G. Assume
that ker(σ) Π keτ(action of G on G/H) = {e}. Then Gσ acts effectively on
GJH and H satisfies (1). Furthermore, if ker(σ) Π Z(G) = {e}, G acts
without non-zero fixed vectors and H is not compact, then (2) will not be
satisfied.

Proof. Clearly H is closed in Gσ and AdG(H) c O(V) X AdG(H),
hence (1) holds. On the other hand

(1.9) (0, g l ) .(υ,g) -(O.gf1) = (σ(gl)v,gιggϊι),

(viA) '(v>g) '(-ViΛ) = {υ + υι- σ(g)υl9g).

Thus

xHx~ι) Πkerσ=

by the assumption. Hence the action is effective. On the other hand, by
(2.5)

Z(Ga) = {(go,ϋo); go G Z(G) Π ker(σ), σ(g)vQ = v0 for any g e G)

and under the assumptions Z(Gσ) = {e}, hence the second assertion is
clear. •

1.9. REMARKS, (a) We note that Example 1.6 is a particular instance of
the construction in the lemma with (G, H) = (R",R). In this case, the
representation of Rn in Cn+ι is faithful and unitary and the action of G
on G/H is far from being effective but the action of Gσ on GJH is so.
This procedure could naturally be iterated by taking a finite dimensional
representation (τ,W) of Gσ, unitary on H, thus getting a new pair
((Gσ)τ9H).

(b) As another illustration of the lemma, let G be semisimple and H &
closed non-compact subgroup such that (2) holds. Let (σ, V) be a non-triv-
ial, finite dimensional, irreducible representation of G. We have that
Z(Gσ) = {(0, z)\z ΪΞZCΛ kerσ}. Hence

pσ{z(Gσ)H)={0} Xp{(ZΠkerσ)H)
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is compact, where pσ: Gσ —> Gσ/Z(Gσ) is the canonical projection. Hence

(2) holds and if, for instance, G acts effectively or σ is faithful the action

of Gσ is effective.

2. Non compact isotropy. In this section we consider the case when G

is semisimple. As observed in §1, for H a closed subgroup of G Condi-

tions (1) and (2) are equivalent. The first result we prove is a characteriza-

tion of connected non-compact subgroups H satisfying (2). We also give a

way to compute GL explicitly, in the light of Proposition 1.2 and a

classical result (see Theorem A.I in the appendix). We also construct

families of examples where dim GL — dim GL is the maximum possible.

Let then G be a connected semisimple Lie group. If G = K exp(£)

is a Cartan decomposition, K is compact if and only if Z, the center of G,

is finite. Denote by ϊ the Lie algebra of K and let V = [ ϊ , f ] . Then

f = zt θ f', zt the center of f. Denote by Zκ and K\ respectively, the

connected Lie subgroups of K corresponding to zt and V. Then Kf is

compact and if furthermore, G is simply connected, K is isomorphic to

the direct product of Zκ and K'. In this case Zκ is a vector group.

2.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a simply connected semisimple Lie group

and H a closed connected subgroup such that (2) is satisfied. Then there is a

Cartan decomposition G = K exp( p) such that

(2.1) H= exp(V) ( # ΠK')

where V is a vector subspace of the center of ί), exp: V -> expV is an

isomorphism onto a closed subgroup and exp(V) Γ) (H Π K') = 1. Further-

more ZH can be explicitly computed.

Proof. Let p: G -» G/Z be the canonical projection. Since p{ZH)

= p(H) is compact, by a theorem of Iwasawa, there is a maximal

compact subgroup Ko of G / Z such that p(ZH) c JK"0. Thus ZH c K =

p'ι(K0). Let K = Zκ K' as above. If Z^ = {e}, then ^ is compact,

hence //, and (2.1) is clear. We thus assume from now on that z f ¥= 0.

Now, ί) admits an Ad(i/)-invariant inner product, hence ϊ) = z 0 Θ ϊ)'

where z 0 is the center of t) and ί)7 = [ί>, E)]. Let H' (resp. ZH) be the

connected Lie subgroup of H corresponding to ί)' (resp. z 0 ) . Then if' is

compact and //' c K'. Write z 0 = V Θ z' with z' = z0 Π fr and V a

vector subspace of z 0 . Fix {(ί/f, y j : t/f G z f , Y; G fr, 1 < / < m) a basis

of V. Then the set {Ut: 1 < / < m) is linearly independent since V π f ' =

{0}. Also [Yn Y] = 0, for all /, j . Assume now that
I m \ I m \

exp Σ tXU^YM - exp £ ^(t/|50) exp(Σ ^(0,^)) G 7T.
\ 1 / I 1 /
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Since exp(Σ^^ί^) = 1, then, tt = 0 for 1 < i < m. Hence, exp | v is
one-to-one and exp(V) Π K' = {1}. This implies that ZHΓ\ K' = exp(z'),
that is, ZH = exp V (ZH Π IT).

Let now yn G V be so that exp(z;w) -> u e G. Then w e Z#, hence
w = expθ)w\ u' e ZHΠ K'. Write

1

Γ 1 )Since expίiyΓ1) -* uf ^ K' it follows that exp(ΣΓ^,^) -* 1 in Z*.
Hence tin -» 0, for 1 < i < m (again we use that Ul9...,Um are linearly
independent). Therefore u' = 1 and exp(V) is closed in G. This completes
the proof of the first assertion. We now describe how to compute ZH.

Fix Z ' c Z Π Zκ, a subgroup such that \Z/Zf\ < oo and let Z" be
a system of representatives of Z/Z'. Then

(2.2) ZH = ZΉ Z " = Z' - exp V H Π K' Z''.

Let {(ϋ;.,Y;.)|l < / < m ) be as above. Also let 3 =
= exρ(§) and let V be the Lie algebra of T'. Choose {Xy. 1 <y* < J} a
basis of t r so that ΣZXj = ker(exp11>) and {F :̂ 1 < / < c) a basis of zf

such that Z r =
Thus

(2.3) Zrexp(V) = exp
d

i + Σ z*/ +

and it then follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that ZH can be computed (at least
in principle) by means of Theorem A.I in the appendix. D

2.2. REMARK. Assume that G is semisimple and the hypotheses of
Proposition 1.3 hold. Then, given any (/-invariant riemannian metric on
G/H.

(2.4) dimGL < dimG + rank(#) - rank(#)

where G = K exρ(£) is a Cartan decomposition of G. In fact, since H
satisfies (2), GL is given by Proposition 1.3, hence

dimGL = dimG + dim ~ZH/H.

Now ZH c K = ρ~ι(K0)9 Ko a maximal compact subgroup of G/Z9

p(ZH) c Ko. Let fj denote the Lie algebra of ZH. It is clear that ί) is an
ideal of ξ and there is an abelian ideal α of 5 with ξ = α Θ ί) c ϊ.
Hence dimGL = dimG 4- dim α < dimG + rank(ίΓ) — rank(if) as as-
serted.
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We next provide a family of examples where dimGL — dimGL is the
maximum possible. This will show that the bound in (2.4) is sharp.

2.2. PROPOSITION. Let G be a simply connected semisimple Lie group
such that the center of each simple factor is infinite. Then there exists a
discrete subgroup H ^ Z such that ZH = T, a compact Cart an subgroup,
and G acts effectively on G/H. Furthermore if G is not locally isomorphίc to
SL(2, R), there exists a closed subgroup H' — R with ZH' = T and G
acting effectively on G/H'. Then for any G-invariant riemannian metric on
G/H{resp. G/H')

dimGz = dimG + rank(i£) (resp. dimGL = dimG + rank(i^) — l) .

Furthermore GL = I(G/H)0 (resp. I(G/H')0).

Proof. Let T be a Cartan subgroup, T c K and let ί denote the Lie
algebra of T. Let p: G -> G/Z be the canonical projection. Then T/Z is
a torus. Fix X in ί so that, if t = exp(X), tZ is a generator of T/Z (i.e.
the powers of tZ form a dense subgroup of T/Z). Let H be the group
generated by / and let H' be the one-parameter group generated by X.
Now X = Xλ + X2, Xx G zf, X2 G V and Xλ Φ 0, since tZ is a generator.
This implies that both H and if' are closed subgroups.

On the other hand G acts effectively on G/H since Γ\xGGx~1Tx = Z
and by the choice of t it is clear that H Π Z = {e}. Similarly, if
H' Π Z = {e}, the action on G/H' is effective. Otherwise p(H') is a
circle and then p(H') = Γ. Therefore G is isomorphic to the universal
covering group of SL(2, R), against our assumption. Thus, by (2.4) dimGL

is as asserted, since, if S = H or H\ by Proposition 1.3 GL= GL (ZS)R

= GL - TR. Finally, by a result of C. Gordon ([G], Theorem 4.1)

where, as usual, U = {x G N(S): i? x isan isometry}. Now

Thus the last assertion is clear. This concludes the proof. D

2.3. REMARK. It is easy to modify the example in (3.10) [DMW] to
show that any connected semisimple Lie group with infinite center G
admits a closed, non-compact, discrete subgroup H satisfying (2) and G
acting effectively on G/H.
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APPENDIX. In this appendix we list some classical facts on the

subgroups of Rn. We refer to [B], Ch. VII for a detailed treatment. If x,

J / G R " denote by x y the canonical inner product. Given G c R", a

subgroup, set G* = {g' e R" | g' g e Z, for all g e G}.

A.I. THEOREM (see [B], p. 74). Lei G c R " tefl subgroup. Then

G = <?**. In particular G is dense if and only if G* = {0}.

A.2. COROLLARY. Fix U = ( α 1 ? . . . , α r t ) e Rn am/ to {ey }; fee the

canonical basis. Let Gx = Zv + Σ? Zey (reψ. G2 = Rϋ + Σί Ze y). TΛ^Λ

Gλ (resp. G2) is dense in Rn if and only if 1, al9...,an are Q-linearly

independent {resp. av...,an are QΊinearly independent).

A3. L E M M A . / / 1 < k < n, let φ: Rn -> R^ X Tn~k be the canonical

map, φ(tv ...,tk, tk+v..., tn) = (tl9...,tk,e
2vit*+\ ...9 e2vit*). / / G c R «

is a subgroup, then φ(G) = φ(G + Σn

k+ι Ze).

A.4. LEMMA. There exists an n-dimensional subspace V of Rn+1 and

v €Ξ V such that V Π Σ ί + 1 Zey = {0} and Zv + Σ ? + 1 Z e y is <feπse m R π + 1 .

Proof. The lemma follows in a standard fashion from Theorem A.I.

The proof will thus be omitted.
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